The Outlands

Stretching past the Midlands are the Outlands. Total
night falls over the Outlands for a period of three
months out of the year, and even regular nights are far
longer than they are elsewhere, making up at least 16
hours of the day. The Outlands host the ancestral homes
of the dwarves and the elves, but most of what remains
of their strongholds has been reduced to dust and
broken masonry. With the sealing of the Evermore, the
drip of ichor is so thin in the Outlands that plantlife in
any given region is scarce, sickly, or both. At the far end
of the Outlands, the world ends abruptly.

The Coaquoian Federation
The Seat of Necromancy
The Coaquoian Federation rides across the plains of the
Outlands, following the migration patterns of beasts and
looting the ruins of the ancients. Long ago, the various
tribal nations that make up the federation would war
and negotiate individually. After the Great Seal was
placed and resources became scarce, a great treaty was
signed by a majority of Outland’s nations, thus forming
the Coaquoian Federation.
Most tribes are ethnically homogenous, with the
majority of tribes made up of high elves, wood elves,
and dwarves. Each of the tribes can trace their history
back to the strongholds and city-states they once lived in
before resource scarcity made sedentary communities
impractical. Every tribe in the Coaquoian Federation
has the right to loot the ancestral lands of other tribes
within the federation, and as a matter of diplomatic
etiquette, the looters are expected to divvy a portion of
their spoils to the tribe to which the ruins once belonged.
The council of lawmakers that governs the federation
came to an agreement with the Janusian Society decades
ago. The society would establish the Seat of Necromancy
in federation lands and, in exchange, the Janusians would
provide material support to the federation. This support
started with food stuffs but now comes predominantly
in the form of free labor. The Janusian Society turns
criminals and captives of non-member tribes in
Federation territory into mindless undead, supplying
hordes of workers to perform monotonous and labor
intensive tasks for the Janusians’ “partners.”
While this influx of labor was initially met with
hesitation, the Federation’s peoples soon embraced
and celebrated their boon. After a time, however, the
convenience of reduced labor led to a level of societal
decay. Finding themselves with a surplus of free time,
tribesmen of the Federation found themselves passing
the time by throwing great, drug-fueled parties. The

Janusian Society supplied the tribesmen with their
party favors, happy for the opportunity to beguile the
tribesmen into lives of addiction and reliance on the
Society. Many older members of the Federation lament
the hold the Society has on their youths, who are
gradually throwing aside individual tribal tradition in
favor of the ideal of a singular, roving nation.
This state of affairs suits Archmage Necromancer
Caina Thum just fine. Spending centuries controlling
massive hosts of undead servants and holding a Seat
in the Janusian Society has left the Archmage with a
distaste for beings and situations outside her sphere
of control. Having lengthened her lifespan hundreds
of years past its natural limit through the use of magic,
Archmage Thum revels in sowing misery for the people
of the Federation whenever the urge takes her. Since the
Coaquioan Federation has no cities of its own, the Seat of
Necromancy is a massive caravan of mobile laboratories
and wagons filled with arcane equipment, all drawn by a
wide assortment of reanimated bestial skeletons.

The Empire of Kaba Chaka
Land of the Red Earth
Kaba Chaka is a small empire in the southern Outlands.
In Common, Kaba Chaka translates literally to “the land
of red earth”, and is so named for the region’s unique
rust colored soil. Unlike most other civilizations in the
Outlands, Kaba Chakan territory is blessed with robust
plant and animal life. The people of Kaba Chaka believe
this is the blessing of a god who dwells within the earth
beneath them, a being they call Camazotz.
Kaba Chaka is a theocratic empire. Its leader is
Emperor Nacam Chilan, a vampire and high priest
of Camazotz. While the majority of clergy are mortal,
becoming a vampire is a requirement to enter the
upper echelons of the theocracy. Unlike other parts
of the world, vampires in Kaba Chaka are not feared
as predators. Instead, they are admired as the holy
executors of Camazotz insatiable appetite. The most
prestigious burial rite a citizen of Kaba Chaka could
hope for is to become sustenance for the vampirepriests of Camazotz.
Historically, Kaba Chaka has focused heavily on
expanding their empire. Modern Kaba Chaka’s focus lies
more in the bolstering their military. This shift in focus
was caused by an extended war with the Coaquoian
Federation, backed by the Janusian Society. Under
Janusian direction, the Federation is now routinely
attempting to purge border settlements of the Empire.
These attacks have encouraged Emperor Nacam Chilan
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to develop and form military units and inquisitorial
agencies with the explicit goal of fending off Janusian
attacks and influence.

The End of the World
The surface of Nevermore is a plane ending in jagged
edges on all sides. Little can be seen beyond the end of
the world but blackness, stars, and the moon. If one were
to step over the edge, they would find themselves swept
up in the astral winds and carried off into the Beyond
until they expired from dehydration, starvation, or old
age. There are legends among the people of the Outlands
that foreign worlds can be reached if you take an sailing
vessel over the edge of the earth and sail the astral winds
into the Beyond. There is, however, no charted courses
nor recorded histories of any such voyage.

The Beyond

The people of Nevermore know little of the Beyond. If
the gods know more, they aren’t telling. It is an abyss lit
only by distant stars and the moon.

El-ahrairah
The Moon
The moon, named El-ahrairah, rises as the sun sets and
sets as the sun rises. Historians claim El-ahrairah once
danced freely across the sky, but with the crippling of
the Primals and the placing of the Great Seal, it settled
into a regular pattern. El-ahrairah is typically colored
a pale blue or shades of off-white, but certain celestial
events paint the moon different and sometimes new,
strange colors.
Most mortals are unaware that El-ahrairah is not
just a distant orb circling Nevermore, but also a world
of its own. The moon has a special relationship with
Nevermore, serving as the connective tissue between it
and all other worlds in existence. El-ahrairah is dotted
with ancient pyramids, each housing a portal to another
world, and each protected by a tribe of Thirdborn that
consider themselves equal parts citizens of Nevermore
and the realms their pyramids connects to.
Unlike Nevermore, El-ahrairah is a sphere. The half
that faces Nevermore is mostly jungle, while the half
that faces away is predominantly desert. The majority of
the flora and fauna of the moon resemble those found
in the Worldsbirth Caldera, but a variety of life forms
have taken root on El-ahrairah from the many worlds
that intersect Nevermore. There are also a substantial
number of undead on the moon, the decrepit remnants
of an ancient race of Thirdborn so powerful and
heretical that the Primals and Firstborn united to smite
them from existence.

Orisa El-ahrairah has little in the way of governance.
The peace is kept by following traditions set down by
the tribes of the past. When a dispute must be settled or
an issue resolved, the city’s most reputable merchants
hold council with the tribal elders to determine the best
course of action. One such meeting was how the people
of Orisa El-ahrairah determined that the best way to
stymie the efforts of the Janusian Society was to allow
them to establish the Seat of Conjuration in their city.
Archmage Conjurer Atlas Um’airumel heads the Seat
of Conjuration. Like their predecessors, the Archmage
has struggled to achieve the ambitious goals of the
Society. The Archmage suspects, but cannot prove, that
many of the setbacks their projects face are the result
of sabotage. The Archmage is correct. The people of
Orisa El’ahrairah work under the direction of the moon
goddess to thwart the Janusian Society’s efforts to find
other worlds to colonize and exploit for resources.
Nearly every day is a holiday in Orisa El’ahrairah,
each celebrating a different world. The first day of each
year is a special holiday where tribes from across the
moon converge on the city alongside extraplanar guests
to promote peace between worlds and share relevant
news. Every other day of the year, the visitations of
people from other worlds are highly regulated and
diplomatically sensitive affairs.

The Golden Ci ty
Heaven
Built into the far side of the sun, the Golden City
is home to the gods. When the Firstborn won the
war against the Primals, Ialdabea commanded the
construction of a paradise wherein the Firstborn and
their allies could enjoy their hard fought victory. That
paradise was filled with sweeping skyscrapers of gold
and sprawling opulent gardens.
Despite the name, the Golden City is not a major
metropolis. It is a series of manors and estates
belonging to the Firstborn and appropriately helpful
Secondborn. The Thirdborn that live in the Golden
City are expected to stay in the servants’ quarters when
possible, out of sight when not possible, and always out
of the way. An ignorant observer might see the Golden
City and think it was an immaculate, though sparsely
populated, rural countryside.
As it is built on the side of the sun facing away from
Nevermore, travel to the Golden City is difficult and
dangerous. The far side of the sun is a flat surface,
but the side facing Nevermore is spherical and
erratically spits gouts of flame into the Beyond. Should
unwelcome guests make it past those dangers, they
would have to contend with irate gods and their loyal
servants. None have.

Orsia El-ahrairah
The Seat of Conjuration
In the lush jungles of the moon, a single city rises.
Orisa El-ahrairah was originally established as a trade
city between the various tribes of the moon and, more
rarely, traders from Nevermore and elsewhere. In
the intervening years it became an important neutral
ground for disputes between the peoples of El-ahrairah
and eventually became the Seat of Conjuration for the
Janusian Society.
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